In this paper, we develop the link between Granger causality graphs and directed information theory. In the bivariate case we show that directed information splits into two terms, transfer entropy and instantaneous information exchange, that may be used to assess dynamical causality and instantaneous coupling. We extend the analysis to the multivariate case, for which the notion of causal conditioning encompasses two different situations. This is due to the existence of two possible definitions for instantaneous coupling, one leading to independence graphs, the other leading to the more well accepted conditional independence graphs. We provide the decomposition of the directed information in terms of measures that may be used to infer causality graphs. Estimation and testing procedures are detailed, and used to illustrate our point on a four dimensional example.
INTRODUCTION
Granger causality between two time series relies on assessing improvement of predictibility. In a multivariate setting, this concept has been used by Eichler to define graphical models for time series [1] . In previous works we developed the link between causality graphs and directed information theory and identified the link between the two concepts when a weak definition of instantaneous coupling is adopted.
In this paper, we revisit and extend our analysis to account for the fact that two possible definitions of instantaneous coupling are possible, one leading to independence graph and the other leading to the more well accepted version of conditional independence graphs. This leads to increased difficulties in both the formal developments from an information theoretic point of view, and in the interpretation. The aim of this communication is to exhibit the links between causality graphs and directed information theory in a multivariate framework, P.O.A. is supported by a Marie Curie IO Fellowship from the EC.
to detail how the measures emerging from this latter analysis can be estimated and to illustrate the results on a synthetic 4 dimensional example.
CAUSALITY GRAPHS AND DIRECTED INFORMATION THEORY
We consider a d dimensional multivariate time series denoted x V = {x V (k), k ∈ Z}. V is the vertex set of a mixed graph (V, E d , E u ) where the directed edges set E d and undirected edges set E u will be described below. For any subset A ⊂ V , x A denotes the process restricted to the vertex set A. Further, x k A stands for the collection of the values of x A up to time k. In the sequel, P (.) stands generically for the probability density, the measure from which it derives being defined on an appropriate probability space. Causality graphs. In the sequel, the presence of directed (resp. undirected) edges between two nodes of the vertex set V is associated to the existence of Granger dynamical (resp. instantaneous) causality relationships between the corresponding time series.
Granger causality may be defined in the following way where we separate the dynamical aspect from the instantaneous coupling. Let A and B be two disjoint subsets of V .
Dynamical Granger causality states that x causes y if the prediction of y from its past is improved when also considering the past of x. Moreover, dynamical causality is relative to any side information observed prior to the prediction and represented by x k C . This is the meaning of definition 1: Conditionally to its past and to side information, x B is independent of the past of x A . In mathematical terms, instead of x k C , a symmetry in the causal relationship between sets B and C is introduced by the means of instantaneous coupling between them. This point is irrelevant when inferring causal relationships between A and B only; however in the graphical modeling context taken here this turns out to be a fundamental issue. Therefore, notion of instantaneous coupling between A and B given side information has to be excluded from the definition of dynamical causality, and a separate definition is needed for instantaneous coupling. There are however two possible definitions depending on the side information x k C or x k+1 C which is considered. Definition 2.1: (Unconditional instantaneous causality) x A does not (unconditionally instantaneously) cause x B if for all k ∈ Z,
Firstly, we can notice that by Bayes theorem these definitions are easily shown to be symmetrical in A and B. Secondly, conditioning on A and B is performed on the past and this justifies the terminology of instantaneous causality.
In def. 2.1, conditioning involves only the past of the side information. From the point of view of estimation theory, the variables conditioned on the past of the whole observation A, B, C may be considered as the residuals in an optimal mean square error prediction task. Thus in this case, testing instantaneous causality between A and B is equivalent to testing independence between the residuals A and B, unconditionally to the residuals C. On the contrary, including the present in the side information as in definition 2.2 brings back the residuals C into the conditioning set, thus testing instantaneous causality between A and B is equivalent to testing independence between the residuals in A and B conditionally to the residuals in C. In a graphical modeling context, the definitions above may be translated into the definitions of the edge sets. Thus, a directed edge from node a to node b will be considered if and only if x a dynamically causes x b given the side information (past of the remaining times series).
But from the discussion above, two possible undirected edge definitions are possible, depending on whether definitions 2.1 and 2.2 is considered. There exists an undirected edge between a and b if and only if x a and x b are instantaneously coupled, which may represent two different realities. At a given time instant, the instantaneous graphical model obtained is a graphical model which reflects independence between nodes in the unconditional sense (def. 2.1), whereas it reflects conditional independence between nodes (i.e. given the remaining nodes) in the conditional case (def. 2.2). This latter case is the well known case leading to interesting graphical Markov properties [8] .
Directed information theory and causality graphs. Directed information relies on the powerful concept of causal conditioning introduced by Kramer [6] after pioneering works of Marko, Gouriéroux et. al, Rissannen and Wax, and Massey [9, 5, 12, 10] . Applying Bayes rules to the conditional densities leads to
This shows how the past of x B influences its present conditionally to the whole observation (past, present and future) of the other time series. If we want to study how the past of these other time series also influences the present of x B , this measure is obviously not adequate. The leading term in the previous factorization should display a conditioning on the other time series up to the leading time i. This lead to the definition of the causal conditional probability density
Using this definition it is then easy to prove the equalities
The first factorization can be compared to the usual equal-
A and x k B are independent, this equality becomes P (x k B )P (x k A ), and this motivates the introduction of a dependence measure based on the Kulback divergence between the joint distribution and its factorization in the independence case,
This is the celebrated mutual information that can be interpreted as quantifying the loss in coding by wrongly assuming the variables independent. Coming back to causal conditioning, we see from def. 1, eqs. (1) and (2), that if there is no directed link from A to B, i.e. P (x B (i)
Thus this leads to introduce a measure of directional dependence from A to B using the Kullback divergence between the joint and its factorization in absence of link as
This quantity is known as the directed information from A to B. On the contrary to the mutual information, it is an asymmetrical measure. Furthermore, it is always positive or zero; I(x meaning that there is no feedback from B to A. Likewise, a causal conditional directed information can be introduced via
In order to relate directed information to Granger causality, we highlight the following decomposition for the bivariate case :
The first term is called transfer entropy after Schreiber [13] and the second term is an instantaneous term, symmetrical in A and B and is called the instantaneous information exchange. These measures are obviously positive or zero. The decomposition is remarkable because in the bivariate case we have the result:
The transfer entropy is equal to zero if and only if A
does not cause B,
The instantaneous information exchange is equal to zero if and only if A and B are not instantaneously coupled.
The relation between directed information and Granger causality graph in the general multivariate case is more complicated, due to the presence of two possible definitions of instantaneous coupling. We obtain the following decompositions
The common term I(x 
This term is also measuring an instantaneous quantity.
Building the causality graphs. To summarize, the procedure to infer the causality graph from data using directed information measure is therefore to evaluate the measures
This measure has to be evaluated for all (oriented) pair of nodes. The absence of an edge from one node to another is equivalent to the nullity of the transfer entropy from this node to the other.
2. for conditional graphs, evaluate the symmetrical conditional instantaneous exchange
Estimation and testing procedures. The first practical point to consider is the size of the vectors needed to evaluate the measures. Indeed, the theoretical developments above consider the whole observation of the times series up to a running time k. From a practical point of view, this cannot be handled, and we instead work with a running window of constant size. For example, the transfer entropy used will be
Thus h is a new parameter which can be tuned for example by examining as a first tool cross-correlations and partial correlations. Practically the parameter will be not really high since the higher h the higher the dimension of the space in which information are estimated, and thus the more difficult a good estimation will be to obtain.
We can then use different estimators of the entropies and information needed. Parametric approaches can be used as for example in [11] in a neuroscience application. Here, we use a nonparametric approach using Leonenko's estimator and its derivatives [4, 7, 2] . This estimator relies on kth nearest neighbors of data points. Let x i , i = 1, . . . , N , N observations of some random vector x taking values in R n . Then Leonenko's estimator for the entropy reads [4] 
In this expression, d : R n × R n −→ R + is a metric. x i(k) is defined to be the kth nearest neighbor of x i . V n is the volume of the unit ball for the metric d; C k = exp(−ψ(k)), ψ(.) is the digamma function defined as the derivative of the logarithm of the Gamma function. It is shown in [4] that this estimator converges in the mean square sense to the entropy of the random vector x (under the i.i.d. assumption of the x i ) for any values of k lower than N − 1. This estimator together with a trick developed by Kraskov and further developed by Frenzen&Pompe [7, 2] are used to estimate the necessary conditional mutual information appearing in the measures developed in the preceding sections. Note that these kind of estimators as also been used in [14] but restricted to transfer entropies.
Once the measures have been evaluated, we then need to test their nullity. Do do so, we need to be able to set up a threshold above which the measure is declared strictly positive. We therefore artificially create the null hypothesis (measure is zero) by creating surrogate data from the original data. The surrogate are created using random permutation of time, thus creating independence and zero information measures. Creating M independent surrogates for each case allows to evaluate a threshold for a given false alarm probability, or allows to compute a p-value. Furthermore, since we are faced with multiple testing we have to apply correction. We use here the very conservative Bonferroni correction, but less conservative approaches like FDR could be used as well.
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
We consider the folowing 4D problem
where the times series ε .,t are standardized Gaussian white noises but not independent. They are correlated in such a way that the (conditional) instantaneous coupling graph is the undirected graph depicted in figure 1 . We estimated the information measures over a two samples size window (h = 2). We used signals of size 3000, and made statistics over 100 snapshots. The results are depicted in the figure. We do not present all the measures. For example, we have applied to this example the linear measures developed by Geweke [3] which may be obtained from the developments above in the Gaussian case, but the results are unsatisfactory since the measures do not take into account the nonlinearities put into the model. The main conclusion is that causal conditioning is fundamental to obtain the correct inference of the graph. This is clearly illustrated from the estimated directed adjacency matrix which is correctly estimated when causal conditioning is applied. This result is also confirmed on instantaneous measures, even if the UNconditional form and the simple mutual information are not presented here. 
